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ABSTRACT  

An all-fiber mode interferometer consisting of a short segment of photonic crystal fiber (PCF) fusion spliced to standard 

single mode optical fiber and pressed on localized regions is proposed for multi-parameter sensing.  In our configuration, 

the physical parameter being sensed changes the fringe contrast (or visibility) of the interference pattern and also causes 

a shift to the same. To achieve this dual effect the device is pressed on localized regions over a few millimeters. In this 

manner we introduce losses and effective refractive index changes to the interference modes, hence visibility and shift to 

the interference pattern. Our interferometer is suitable for monitoring diverse physical parameters such as weight, force, 

pressure, load, etc. The advantage is that no temperature or power fluctuations compensation is required. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) are fibers with unique optical properties which are conferred by a pattern of microscopic 

voids present all over their entire length [1]. Some key features that define the optical properties of a PCF  include: i) the 

composition of the material the PCF is made of, ii) the design of the array of voids that form the waveguide, and iii) the 

use of post-processing techniques, among others. All these features can be exploited for the development of new sensors 

or sensors with enhanced properties. That is why PCF have attracted considerable attention by the sensor community [2-

4]. A number of PCF sensors have been proposed so far, however, those based on Bragg and long-period gratings [5-7] 

or mode interferometers [8-12] are more promising for practical applications due their compactness, robustness, high 

stability over time, operation in a broad wavelength range or at extreme temperatures. Typically, in grating- and 

interferometric-based PCF sensors the parameter being sensed modulates only one attribute of the guided light as e.g. 

phase or intensity. As a result, the wavelength position of the grating or the interference pattern shifts. An associated 

drawback of grating and interferometric PCF sensors is the fact that temperature also causes a detectable shift to the 

wavelength position of the grating or the interference pattern. Therefore, in a practical situation, PCF sensors will require 

a temperature compensation mechanism which can be accomplished by means of thermal isolation or with an additional 

reference or temperature sensor. The disadvantage of these solutions is that the complexity, and hence the cost of the 

sensor, increases. It is therefore important to devise new ideas or new solutions that overcome the limitations of PCF 

sensors without sacrificing their main advantages.  

Here, we introduce a photonic crystal fiber interferometer in which the physical parameter being monitored changes the 

fringe contrast (or visibility) of the interference pattern, and also causes a shift to the same. To achieve the dual effect in

a simple manner a PCF interferometer built via microhole collapsing [8,13] was subjected to periodic localized pressure 

over a few millimeters. The localized pressure on the PCF introduces phase changes and losses to the interfering modes, 

and hence it causes the interference pattern to shift and to experience changes in the visibility. The dual effect to the 

interference pattern was exploited to sense weight; however, the device can be used to sense diverse physical parameters 

such as pressure, load, force, etc. In the configuration here propose, power fluctuations or attenuation in the optical fiber 

do not affect the visibility measurements as they are self-referred intensity measurements. 
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2. RESULTS 

The photonic crystal fiber interferometer is sketched in Figure 1 along with some details of its interrogation. The 

interferometer consists of few centimeters of polymer-coated home-made PCF fusion spliced at the distal end of a 

standard optical fiber (SMF-28). The fabrication of the interferometer is simple as it is carried out by means of the well-

established fusion splicing technique. This ensures high reproducibility, robust devices, and low fabrication cost. During 

the splicing process the voids of the PCF are intentionally collapsed over a microscopic region. To achieve high quality 

interferometers both splices need to be identical. The two collapsed zones in the PCF combined with the PCF geometry 

allow the excitation and recombination of core modes in the PCF. This makes the device reflection spectrum exhibit a 

regular interference pattern, see Fig. 1. The SMF at the tip was cleaved and coated with a highly reflecting mirror.   

As the outer diameters of the SMF and the PCF is the same (125 m); and the fibers are permanently aligned, thus there 

is axial symmetry in our device. On the other hand, the collapsed zones in the PCF introduce a mode field mismatch, and 

thereby, cause a broadening of the beam when it propagates from the SMF to the PCF, or vice versa. The broadening of 

the beam combined with the axial symmetry and the modal properties of the PCF are what allow the excitation (and 

recombination) of modes that have similar azimuthal symmetry. The modes excited in the PCF have different effective 

indices (or different propagation constants), thus they travel at different speeds. As a result, the modes accumulate a 

phase difference as they propagate along the length of PCF. Due to the excitation and recombination of modes in the 

device, the reflection spectrum exhibits a series of maxima and minima as those shown in Fig. 1.

      

Figure 1. (Left) Drawings of the PCF interferometer, the schematic representation of its interrogation set up and illustration of 

the mechanical piece to apply periodic localized pressure on the device. The micrographs show details of the PCF-SMF junction 

and the PCF cross section. ASE stands amplified spontaneous emission, FOC fiber optic circulator, SMF single mode fiber, and 

OSA optical spectrum analyzer. Lf is the interferometer (or PCF) length. (Right) Normalized reflection spectra for weight in the 

0-500 g range observed in an interferometer built with 5.1 cm of PCF. The mechanical piece that pressed the PCF had Lp = 1mm 

and  = 7.5 mm. 

When two modes participate in the interference the reflected intensity (IR) can be expressed as: 

IR = I1 + I2 + 2(I1·I2)
1/2Cos ( ).                                                                      (1) 

In Equation (1), I1 and I2 are, respectively, the intensity of the fundamental core mode and the higher-order core mode, 

and = 2 nLf/ is the total phase shift. n = nf  nh, nf and nh being, respectively, the effective refractive index of the 

fundamental core mode and the higher-order core mode. Lf is the physical length of the PCF, or length of the 

interferometer, and the wavelength of the optical source. The visibility (V) of our two-mode interferometer can be 

defined as [13]: 

V = 10·log10[1-2·(k)1/2/(1+k)],                                                                       (2)  

where k = I2/I1.

A PCF mode interferometer can be used for sensing applications, see for example Refs. [8-12]. In these cases it is a 

common that the parameter being sensed modulates  which results in a shift of the interference pattern (a relative 
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measurement). Another possibility is when the parameter being sensed modulates the intensity of the interfering modes 

[14]. In this case the visibility of an interferometer (an absolute measurement) will change. The advantage of monitoring 

V is that it is easy to monitor and a low-resolution OSA can be used. In addition, V is immune to temperature as well as 

to power fluctuations as demonstrated by several groups [14-16].  

Let us suppose now that the PCF interferometer is subjected to localized pressure with a serrated mechanical piece as 

that sketched in Fig. 1. Unlike fiber-optic sensors based on periodic microbending, in our configuration the optical axis 

of the PCF is not bended. The localized pressure on the PCF causes two effects on the interference pattern. On the one 

hand, it will make the modes that participate in the interference lose power. The higher-order core mode will experience 

higher loss than the fundamental core mode. Therefore k will decrease, and consequently, V will decrease. On the other 

hand, the effective index of the interference modes will also change; hence  will change and will give rise to a shift of 

the interference pattern. Note that that the dual effect on the interferometer is achieved in a simple manner, only a 

serrated mechanical piece is required.  

The plot on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 shows the reflection spectra of a 5.1 cm-long interferometer when calibrated 

weights were placed on it. The spectra were obtained by launching light from an ASE source to the interferometer and 

the reflected light was analysed with an optical spectrum analyser. The two effects on the interference pattern are 

evident. The corresponding changes of V and shift of the of the interference pattern as a function of weight are shown in 

Fig. 2. The dual behaviour can be exploited to accurately measure many other physical parameters such as pressure, load, 

force, liquid level, etc., as they can also cause changes of V and shift to the interference pattern.   

                             

Figure 2. (Left) Visibility changes versus weight. (Right) Shift of the interference pattern versus weight. In all cases the length 

of PCF was 5.1 cm and the mechanical piece that pressed the PCF interferometer had Lp = 1 mm and = 7.5mm. 

The effect of Lp on the sensor sensitivity was studied; our results are summarised in Figure 3. Note that the changes in 

visibility are more prominent for the shorter Lp. This is so because as the area becomes smaller the pressure becomes 

higher, and thus, the interfering modes experience higher losses or index changes. The results shown in Fig. 3 suggest 

that the sensitivity of our sensor can be tailored by simply changing the value of Lp of the mechanical piece.  

Figure 3. Visibility changes as a function of weight for two values of Lp. In both cases  = 7.5 mm and Lf = 5.1 cm. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

A mode interferometer comprising a few centimeters of PCF fusion spliced at the distal end of a standard single mode 

fiber combined with a mechanism to press it in on localized regions is proposed for multi-parameter sensing. The 

interferometer is pressed on localized regions with a serrated mechanical piece. This simple configuration has two effects 

on the interference pattern; it causes visibility changes and shift due to changes of intensity and index of the interfering 

modes. The measurement of weight was demonstrated but the interferometer is suitable for sensing many other physical 

parameters such as force, load, pressure, etc. The main advantage of the configuration here proposed include: 

compactness, simplicity, low cost, immunity to temperature and power fluctuations. In addition, it seems possible to 

adjust the sensor sensitivity by simply adjusting the length of the section that makes contact with the PCF. We believe 

that the sensing configuration proposed here is new; hence, it can be attractive to fiber optic sensor community. 
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